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Summary 

The design of the net zero energy buildings (NZEB) is very specific area. There is not only 
one approach to the design of NZEB, so finding the optimal definition of them is not so 
easy. Actually we can describe them as the buildings that need during a year so much 
energy as they are able to produce (through the active solar systems or technologies that 
use the minimum of fossil fuels).  

The main subject of this text is the area of internal gains with respect to their utility 
for heating system. The volume of internal gains is connected with using technologies and 
facilities in the building so it depends on the operation in the building and on the behaviour 
of its users. The analysis focused on the specific energy need for heating shows the 
dependence on the volume of internal gains. For design of NZEB are important the 
accuracy of input information about the internal gains. We can extract them from exact 
operation data or from exactly defined operation characteristics that we get from the 
validation of measuring data (from experimental measurement) and from the analytical 
model of building operation.  

The main goal of designing NZEB should be the minimization of all input conditions 
(built-in energy from the construction, energy for operation of the building, production of 
emissions CO2 and SO2, finances for construction and operation of the building, other 
environmental influence – water requirements, waste production,…) and at the same time 
to hold the standard of living with respect to social and cultural aspects. 

Keywords: NZEB – Net - Zero energy buildings, energy need, internal gains, operation in 
the building, energy building intensity, design of the building 

1 Definition and description of net zero energy building 

1.1 Definition of net zero energy building 

NZEB are in actual view the buildings with the zero energy balance during a whole year. It 
is important for balance to determine the energy flows in the building – we can distinguish 
them as energy needs and energy production. 

The summary of those views can be helpful for formulation of general definition of 
those buildings: „net zero energy buildings are buildings that can cover their total energy 
need (incl. operation energy) by own energy gains with using the modern and ecological 
technologies (minimum of emissions CO2, SO2 and primary energy).  

The energy gains are possible because of operation of the building and active or 
passive solar systems. The influence of internal gains has in the zero energy buildings 
bigger importance than in passive and low-energy buildings - the internal gains cover the 
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important part of energy for heating during a whole season with respect to the total 
accumulative differences of the building.     

Finding the definition of net zero energy building is actually the challenge in 
European Commission too. The acceptance the European Parliament act about the 
implementation of passive, net zero energy and carbon neutral buildings is the reason for 
big expansion of the application research in this area. According to the strategic materials 
(EC directive) about the energy building intensity will be possible from the 1st of January 
2019 to build only the buildings that produce just as much energy as they need for their 
operation. The standard definition and the methodology of calculation should be provided 
until the end of the year 2010. 

1.2 Description of net zero energy buildings 

Actually there are many definitions of the zero energy buildings that result from different 
approach to design of NZEB. One of this approach is a building with net zero energy 
need in balance of a whole year for one specific building. Those buildings are mostly 
connected to the net (on-grid) because of very low possibility to store the electrical energy. 
Other possibility is a whole season zero balance of primary energy with using of primary 
energy factors in the building. It is important to say that conversion factor of primary 
energy is determined on the national basis. Very often are those aspects important for 
political decisions and for determination of national priorities. The third possibility is 
a zero balance of financial costs in a life cycle of the building (LCC – Life Cycle Cost) – 
in this case it is necessary to provide more expansive facilities that produce energy for sale 
to the public nets. Those facilities improve the total balance of the building and very often 
produce the building surplus that is used for heating and DHW. The last approach is a zero 
balance of emissions from productions by development and use of the building with using 
energy from renewable sources.        

The net zero energy buildings are specific type of buildings that use technologies and 
facilities covering the majority of their energy needs. Those technologies are especially 
active solar systems for domestic hot water preparation and for heating and then 
photovoltaic systems. Very important part is the controlled ventilation with heat recovery – 
we can get the heat from heat gains back. Those buildings can be realized with a various 
types of use – residential, office etc. Not suitable are in this case industrial buildings that 
have very high energetic need. Better is effective waste management of industrial buildings 
– the waste product is mostly the heat energy that can be used in the surrounded buildings.  
 

Energy need: Energy production: 

▪ energy for heating or cooling, 

▪ energy for domestic hot water (DHW), 

▪ energy for running of particular parts 
of air-conditioning, 

▪ energy for lighting, 

▪ energy for running of technologies of 
heating, water heating and the solar 
systems, 

▪ energy for running of domestic 
appliances 

▪ energy for special purpose (solar and PV 
systems, the wind power stations, 
cogeneration,…) 

▪ passive solar gains (because of architectural 
design, system of shield,…) 

▪ energy gains depended on running of the 
building (from people, domestic appliance and 
other facilities) 

▪ energy gains as indirect product of heating 
system, ventilation, water heating, lighting,…
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For design of those buildings is supposed the minimum of all types of energy – on the one 
side by construction of the buildings and on the other side minimum of energy need by 
operation of the building in the future. We are interested not only in the energy connected 
with operation of the buildings but in the energy connected with development too.     

 
Fig. 1 Diagram of related energy performance metric 

In those figures are compared two buildings with the same parameters and the same type of 
operation, they are different only in specific energy need for heating. The goal of this 
comparison is to show the influence of energy need for heating on the total balance of the 
building.  

In the passive houses is energy need for heating 15 kWh/m2.a. In the zero energy 
buildings we supposed the higher gain utilisation and their counting on the base of exactly 
determined operation (energy need 5 kWh/m2.a). At the same time we improve the quality 
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of the envelope on the best possible parameters. The other energy was determined on the 
basis of supposed application of the building.  

We can see in this diagram that the important part of energy needs is for operation of 
the building; the influence of those needs is higher together with lower need for heating. 
The major part of energy can be defined as electrical energy.    
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Fig. 2 Total energy needs of the building  

2 Internal gains 

2.1 The description of the area of internal gains 

The previous diagrams show the big energy load caused by facilities for daily operation of 
users of the building. We can gain from this load the thermal energy. By derivation of 
internal gains indicators we suppose that the energy consumption in the building is the 
major part of internal heat gains (electrical energy for lighting, operation of facilities etc. is 
used with the low efficiency; the major part is converted into heat). The production of 
internal gains is from the major part depended on person presence and on the type of 
operation of the building. For the precise design of the net zero building we need to 
quantify the internal gains on the basis of supposed energy import curves for operation of 
the building.    

The quantity of internal gains is necessary to find out on the basis of indicators from 
experimental measurement. This text is focused mainly on the residential buildings but the 
definition of the gains is needed to provide in the same way for the other types of 
buildings. 

Because of knowledge the procedures of the internal gains we can provide the steps 
for design of net zero energy buildings in the particular periods. Those periods of design 
use then the indicators from calculation of monthly steps or shorter hourly steps for 
dynamic simulation.   

Actually we can use the thermal energy from the internal gains only through the air-
conditioning (heating) because this energy is included in the air. There are the ways of 
transformation of thermal energy from the air to the water through the thermodynamic 
heating too. The internal gains have the importance for the system of heating but the using 
coefficient is lower. Another problem is the requirement of use the gains at the time of 
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their creation without the possibility of their storage for later. On that ground we must find 
the way, how to use this energy (having the high using factor) in a real time and store the 
possible redundancies for use in the future. 

The load from the internal gains in the summer season is needed to take away or 
eliminate their sources because of possible overheating (that is not comfortable for users of 
the building). The elimination of the gains from the building is actually possible because of 
cooling (machine cooling, forecooling during the night). Another technology needs the 
electric power and make worse the total energy balance of the building.  

2.2 Efficiency analysis of internal gains in the family house 

The main goal of this analysis was to show the influence of accuracy of internal gains on 
the final energy need for heating. The internal gains in monthly calculations are possible to 
take from standards or directions. Those values result from the previous research or are 
adapted from the other sources (foreign publications, standards,…). The occupancy and the 
real internal gains are sometimes different so we must pay attention to them. For 
comparison are in the analysis of internal gains taken the normative procedures of internal 
gains formulation and the own view too (calculation of real volume of internal gains). In 
the calculation were respected the gains from persons, facilities needed for operation of 
technical machines in the building and the gains from the operations connected with 
presence of persons (users behaviour). In the analysis were used the indicators of internal 
gains from the following sources: 
 
 i. TNI 730329  Method for calculation of passive and low-energy buildings 
 ii. ČSN EN 832 Thermal behaviour of buildings – Calculation of energy need for 

heating – residential buildings 
  iii. PHPP Assessment of the passive houses (Passive House Projektierungs 

Paket) 
 iv. real operation  calculation on the basis of supposed operation in the family 

house 
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Fig. 3 Internal gains during the day 
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We suppose in the calculation the operation of family house with 4 persons and 70 % 
occupancy. The parameters of quality of envelope are defined as the fixed values with 
respect for minimization of energy need for heating (see below). 

Tab. 1 Analysis of specific needs for heat depending on the internal gains 

Fixed parameters    

 Heat transfer coefficient  U [W/(m2K)]  

▪ Wall Ui 0,08 [W/(m2.K)]

▪ Roof Ui 0,08 [W/(m2.K)]

▪ Floor Ui 0,10 [W/(m2.K)]

▪ Windows   [W/(m2.K)]

▪ Glass Ug 0,50 [W/(m2.K)]

▪ Frame Uf 0,70 [W/(m2.K)]

▪ Distance frame ψg 0,031 [W/(m.K)] 
     

▪ Number of persons n 4 [os] 

▪ Ventilation  Mechanical  

 Need for ventilation air per person V1 25 [m3/os.h-1] 

 Air Change Rate at Press. Test n50 0,5 [h-1] 

▪ Time constant of the building zone t 168 [hod] 

▪ Factor A/V A/V 0,98 [1/m] 
     

Monitored parameters    

▪ Internal gains  0 – 8 [W/m2] 

▪ Total heat demand for heating  ???? [kWh/(m2.a)]

 
The process layout and the proportions of the analysed building were adapted from the 
previous research. For description of the problem are profile and layout of the building not 
important. The profile of the building is showed on the fig. 4.  
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Fig. 4 Model of the building  
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Fig. 5 Influence on the internal gains of heating 
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The analysis shows the big influence of internal gains on energy need for heat. We can see 
that the different approach to determination of the volume of the internal gains lead to 
differences in the tens of percent and in a case of acceptance of a value from PHPP is even 
further than 100 %.  

From the analysis result the impact of accuracy of the internal gains volume defined 
on the basis of calculation methods on specific need for heat. The choice of the optimal 
method is depended on the phase of building design. By declaration of results will be taken 
the accent on the accurate information so it will be necessary to determine the internal 
gains on the basis of anticipatory operation or we take up the operational characteristics of 
the building. Those characteristics will result from the detailed analysis in the 
confrontation with the experimental measurement.  
 
The volume of internal gains brings the certain risks for the general assessment of the 
building:    

▪ possibility of overheating during a summer season with increasing internal gains in 
the building, 

▪ the volume of internal gains is related from the main part to energy consumption – it 
means that the higher gains = the higher electrical energy consumption that makes 
worse the total balance of the building 

▪ the origination of internal gains is not uniform during a day so we cannot use them 
effectively 

 
From those reasons is visible that the volume of internal gains that can be used for 
restriction of energy need for heat is depended on the indoor equipments and on the 
operation of the building by the users. 

3 Conclusions 

The area of the net zero energy buildings is today very frequented. There is a worldwide 
effort to minimize the production of the greenhouse gasses – emissions of CO2 and SO2. 

The actual definition of net zero energy buildings consists in the total energy balance 
that has the zero value. NZEB should fulfill all aspects of sustainability – environmental, 
economical, social and cultural too. By the effort of finding the final optimal definition of 
net zero energy buildings is needed to connect all phases of design those buildings and 
identify the specific partial problems. 

In this text was mentioned the area of internal gains that are affected on the one side 
by the technologies and operation in the building and on the other side have the influence 
on energy need for heat. We can get the minimum of energy need for heat thanks to 
quantification of internal gains and their time distribution.  

The question is the importance of internal gains with respect to modern technologies 
that can minimize the electrical energy consumption. Electrical energy is today a heat 
power carrier too and produces the internal gains. Very important is the covering of 
electrical energy consumption in a whole season balance. 
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